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Chief Information Officer 

Job Description 

We are seeking a Chief Information Officer (CIO) who is an established executive that oversees 

the information technology (IT) needs of a company, as we gradually adapt to the changing face 

of the modern business enterprise. As CIO, you must be comfortable working in the fast-changing 

technology landscape and with the responsibility and pressure that comes with leading a business 

to success in this environment.  

Responsibilities  

The duties of the desired CIO will include creation of the organization’s business value through 

technology. Strategic planning of business growth objectives to ensure tech systems and 

procedures lead to outcomes in line with business goals. He or She, will oversee development of 

client service platforms and proactively manage IT and development team personnel. As a 

requirement, the ability to approve vendor negotiations and IT architecture along with Information 

Risk Management (IRM) is essential, as is the establishment of IT policies, strategies, and 

standards together with the advance and approving of technology futures and budgets. 

As CIO, you are positioned as a crucial part of our organization’s digital transformation, who 

identifies with and master’s all technical aspects, including, cloud computing, big data analytics, 

mobile computing, and collaboration platforms, as they are subject to pose new challenges for our 

organization.  The anticipated CIO, will have reputable know-how as it pertains to AI, the Internet 

of Things, and Digital Disruption.  

To be a truly effective CIO at the IAM, we seek an individual who by the same token excels in the 

following functions: 1. Map digital capabilities to strategic priorities. 2. Serve as the executive 

sponsor for digital process innovation. 3. Develop and administer the digital project portfolio. 4. 

Measure new efficiencies and ROI. 5. Develop ways to attract and retain top talent and 6. Be the 

“executive intermediary” during delivery. 
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Experience: 

Experience is an important factor for landing the role of CIO at the IAM. We seek an outstanding 

candidate with at least 10 years of demonstrated leadership experience and a professional track 

record of exceptional performance in key executive financial positions. Such experience will be 

elevated in the realms of strategic planning skills, as He or She develops, implements strategies 

and plans to help the organization reach its goals. The intended CIO will be adept with leadership 

skills, as He or She will responsible for managing and leading a large team.  

Additionally, interpersonal skills are a key ingredient for acquiring the position of CIO, as he or 

she must be able to work effectively with leaders in different business units to ensure a 

comprehensive IT strategy that benefits the entire company. In the same mantra, change 

management skills are essential as the organization adapts to advance in technology, which is 

required for the success of the organization and the CIO is to be positioned at the forefront of 

ensuring that this is effectively and efficiently completed.  

Qualifications: 

Ph.D. or Doctorate Degree in Business Engineering, Computer Science, Software Engineering or 

Information Systems Required. A Master of Business Administration (MBA) is also desired. 

Salary:  

$120,000 per annum with corporate benefits and annual salary increases 

Expected Travel:  

25-50% 

For more insight: Please visit www.iam-usa.com or email us at careers@iam-usa.com  
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